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Introductions

 Chris Bradburn – Your Primary Contacts

 Carrin Carlson – Your Primary Contacts 

 Sam Simms – Scavenger Hunt Lead

 Wendy Miller – Website Lead

 Amy Stephens – Main Event Lead



Scavenger Hunt Overview

 Hunt will be virtual and progress will be tracked via GooseChase app 
on students’ (or their parents’) phones

 Student teams will complete missions (scavenger hunt tasks) by 
uploading a photo, video, or text answer to prove the task was 
completed

 Each mission is worth a set amount of points, which accrue for the 
entire team

 Bonus points are available for creativity and going above and beyond

 Some missions can be done by an individual; some require the whole team

 Register for the Hunt separately from the MOSciBo Event

 Each student and coach should register as individuals on the MOSciBo 
website

 All students will be randomly assigned a team with other MO students; A 
coach will be assigned to each team to act as an advisor

 Any middle school student can participate



Virtual Scavenger Hunt Timeline

 Oct. 21 – Nov. 10  Register for the Hunt on the MOSciBo 
website

 Nov. 12  Attend Scavenger Hunt Launch Zoom

 All participating students and coaches invited

 Teams and detailed instructions will be announced

 Nov. 16 – Nov. 30  The game is afoot!

 Feb. 20, 2021  Winners announced at the MOSciBo 
Awards ceremony

* Number of students/team is dependent on how many students and coaches register



How to Register
 Visit MOSCIBO.ORG and navigate to the “TEAMS” page

 Use the Scavenger Hunt sign-up links in the “Important 
Information” box to register each student and coach 
individually

 Each student needs an email address (their own or a guardian’s) 
for sharing communications and zoom meeting invitation

 Interested in signing up for MOSciBo, too? 

 Click “Team Registration” in “Important Information” box to get 
started



Getting the GooseChase App

 Download the free GooseChase app

 Available at Google Play store or Apple App store

 Search “GooseChase” and select the option by 
GooseChase adventures with the picture of two goose feet

 Open GooseChase and follow instructions to create a free 
account

 GooseChase will need access to phone’s camera, video, 
and audio recorder 

 Landing page will look like the screenshot above

 MOSciBo will provide instructions for joining our scavenger 
hunt at the meeting November 12



More Event Details



Match Rules: Questions

 Toss-up questions are worth 4 points, and bonus questions 10 points

 A toss-up can be answered by any student by the student raising a 
hand

 If the toss-up is correct, the team will have the chance to answer a 
bonus question. (3-1)

 For toss-up AND bonus questions, the first player seen by the officials 
to raise a hand earns the right to answer the question. The player will 
be verbally recognized before the answer is given. (3-5 and 3-7). 
Anyone may answer after raising a hand and being recognized.

 There are no penalties for blurts, but answers will only be accepted 
from the student who is recognized by the official, after the student 
has been recognized. (3-6)

 Team members MAY consult with each other on all questions

 No stalling (stalling is the same as a wrong answer)

 No prefacing of an answer with things like, “My answer is…”



Match Rules: Timing

 The match is not timed but will continue until all 15 questions 
have been read (4-1)

 After reading a toss-up question, the moderator will allow 7 
seconds for the team to respond (4-2)

 After answering a toss-up correctly, the team is given the 
opportunity to answer a bonus question. The team will have 22 
seconds for a team member to raise their hand and give an 
answer to the bonus question; timing begins by the moderator 
after the moderator has completed reading the question. A 
verbal “5 SECONDS” warning will be given (4-3, 4- 4)

 NOTE: The extra time was added to allow for lag in internet 
connectivity and any other complications that come about in a 
virtual setting. Teams should be aware that they will most likely 
NOT have the complete 7/22 seconds because of a variety of 
factors, including internet bandwidth.



Match Rules: Scoring

 Correct Toss-ups = 4 points

 Correct Bonus = 10 points

 NO penalty points possible

 Two Officials keeping score:

 Chat Box Scorekeeper

 Official Scorekeeper

Scores must match

Chat Box Scoring Example:

From Wendy Miller 1. 0+4+10=14

From Wendy Miller 2. 14+4+0=18

From Student A Let’s go with W

From Wendy Miller 3. 18+4+10=32

From Student B Sum is prime
From Student A Agree

From Wendy Miller 4. 32+0+0=32

From Wendy Miller 5. 32+4+0=36

Etc…

Question 3: Toss up and 
bonus were both correct

Format = [Question Number] [Prior Total Score] + [Toss-
up points] + [Bonus points] = [New Total Score]

Students can chat there too

Question 4: Toss up and 
bonus were both 
incorrect



Breaking a Tie

 To advance to the Elimination Tournament: 

1. The combined score on questions 10-15 from all preliminary 
rounds. If that is still a tie…

2. The score on question 15 from all preliminary rounds. If still a 
tie…

3. The score on question 14 from all preliminary rounds… etc…

 To advance to the next round in Elimination: 

1. The combined score on questions 10-15. If still a tie…

2. The score on question 15. If still a tie…

3. The score on question 14… etc…



Match Rules: Miscellaneous

 Students may have up to 5 sheets of plain white paper. No 
calculators, books, etc.

 Students shouldn’t look at anything other than the 
computer and scratch paper

 Coaches should sit still; they are allowed to keep score on 
paper

 Students, but not coaches may type in the chat box to 
communicate with each other



Competition Rules

 All participants should follow Zoom naming conventions 
given by MOSciBo. 

 Students who did not compete in the preliminary rounds 
will not be permitted to compete in the elimination 
rounds.

 Students and coaches will be required to attend a Zoom 
Setup meetings with MOSciBo officials the week before 
the competition. This requirement may be waived for 
those participating in a MOSciBo scrimmage.





Your Next Steps

 Register your teams for the February Main Event

 Tell your students, parents, and others who might be 
interested about the MOSciBo scavenger hunt

 Register yourself and your students for the Scavenger Hunt

 The earlier the better, so we know how many people to plan for

 You and your students download the GooseChase app

 Confirm with your students the app works on their device

 Mark down Nov. 12th as the Scavenger Hunt Launch Zoom 
meeting

 MOSciBo will send an invite closer to the event

 Ensure students are able to attend



Questions?
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